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Importance of Cross-examination. 

The subject of cross-examination is one of great importance in the 
conduct of law . cases, important because it deals with the separation 
of fruth from falsehood, important because it enables the Court to be 
seized of all the circumstances of the case bearing upon the issue which 
the judge or jury may be called upon to try. Then another pecuJiar phase 
of it is that it deals largely with the undisclosed. The evidence-in-chief, 
it is well-known is. briefed ; the evidence of the cross-examination 
is briefed only in the mind of the cross-examiner. Cross-examina
tion· properly conducted becomes important in another way. It
expresses bias. detects falsehood and shows the mental and moral 
condition of the witnesses and whether a witness is actuated by 
proper motive or w,hetber he is actuated by enmity towards bis adversary. 
6ut. perhaps· one of the most important bearings it bas is that it either 
corroborates you·r own client's version of the issue or it weakeus your
adver�ary ·and· here it may be ·said is one of the cardinal elements of 
cross-examination. Unless you corroborate your client �Y your cross
examioatioo the chances are very largely that you strengthen the hands of tb� adversary. I nd�d it presents, if properly carried out. the case in an· enfirely new· light. · You bear the evidence-in-chief passing away without aoy cross-examination that is one case but when y.ou hear a cross-examination of witnesses tt:ie case presents a totally di.fferent aspect and may be so developed that it comes to be in favour of your· client instead of being, in favour of the person on whose behalf it was given. 11 Cr. L. J. -73 (Eng.). . . . 

Cross-e'xainioahon . is commonly esteemed the severest test of an advoc�te's. sk�!:I �nd p���a�� it demflnds beyond any other of bis duties the exerc1s! of Ji1s 1n�enu1ty. There is a · great difficulty in conductingcross-ex�m1na!1on l_V�th cre4itable skill. It is undoubtedly a great
• Set Wbewell"s Platonic Dialogues, Vol. I, 2nd Ed .. le90, pp, 83-87.
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intellectual effort ; it is the direct conflict of mind with mind ; it demands 
j not merely much knowledge of the human mind, its facultie$, and their 
l\modus operandi to be learned only by reading, reflection and observation 

but much experience of man and his motives derived from intercourse 
with various classes and many persons and above all by that practical 
experience in the art of dealing with witnesses which is worth more than 
all other knowledge which other knowledge will materially as�ist 
but without which no amount of study will suffice to accomplish an
advocate. / 

"To the onlooker cross-examination has much more interest, for it 
is more in the nature of a combat, with excit�ment that always attends 
a combat of any kind-physical or intellectual -ma'n against man, mind 
wrestiing with mind, whereas in examination-in-chief, the advccate 
and his witness have the appearance, at least of being allies, anci what
ever skill of the former is required to exercise for the attai. ment of his 
object needs to be concealed, and is seldom apparent to a mere spectator, 
however, it may be recognised and appreci tted by those who are engaged 
with him in the cause, and who know with what exquisite tact he has 
elicited just what he desired, and suppressed that which he wanted not 
to re\'eal. See \Vrottesley on Examination of Witnesses, p 105, and Cox's Advocate. 




